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Abstract

We report the results of a numerical and experimental investigation of the response
of premixed methane-air flames to transient strain-rate disturbances induced by a two-
dimensional counter-rotating vortex-pair. The numerical and experimental time histories
of flow and flame evolution are matched over a 10 ms interaction time. Measurements and
computations of CH and OH peak data evolution are reported, and found to indicate mis-
prediction of the flame time scales in the numerical model. Qualitative transient features
of OH at rich conditions are not predicted in the computations. On the other hand, evolu-
tion of computed and measured normalized HCO fractions are in agreement. The computed
CH30 response exhibits a strong transient driven by changes to internal flame structure,
namely temperature profile steepening, induced by the flow field. Steady state experimental
PLIF CH30 data is reported, but experimental transient CH30 data is not available. The
present analysis indicates that the flame responds at time scales that are quite distinct from
“propagation” time scale derived from flame thickness and burning speed. Evidently, these
propagation time scales are not adequate for characterizing the transient flame response.
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Introduction

The formulation of accurate predictive models of combustion systems requires adequate un-

derstanding ofturbulence-chemistry interactions atthe small scales. Oneimportant element

of this interaction is the transient response of flames to unsteady perturbations due to tur-

bulent flow structures. The present work uses numerical and experimental studies of the

interaction of premixed methane-air flames with two-dimensional counter-rotating vortex

pairs to investigate transient flame response and examine comparisons between numerical

and experimental results.

There have been both experimental [1-6] and numerical [7-14] studies of flame interaction

with counter-rotating vortex pairs or torroidal vortex rings. Experimental studies examined

the role of the vorticity field which contorts and strains the flame, and alters its internal

structure. These structural changes were observed using Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence,

(PLIF) imaging of OH, CH, HCO, CHZO, and other flame radicals. Early 2D numerical stud-

ies of vortex/vortex-pair interactions with premixed flames [7-9] were generally concerned

with single-step kinetics, flow dynamics, and thermal effects, rather than internal flame

chemical transients. Recent studies [10,11] included Cl kinetics at stoichiometric conditions

to investigate the effect of the vertical flow on internal flame structure.

The use of stiff CICZ mechanisms, which are necessary for accurate prediction of internal

flame structure-especially at rich conditions, presents significant additional computational

difficulties associated with stiffness and increased complexity due to the large number of

species and reactions. These complications are a concern for both explicit and implicit

numerical schemes, since the sizes of implicit-scheme matrices and convergence difficulties

are accentuated by stiff CICZ kinetics. Najm et al. [12] used a detailed C1C2 mechanism

(GRImechl.2 [15]) to study flame response to unsteady strain-rate and curvature under

stoichiometric and rich conditions. However, these studies were limited to a short time span,

and fast flow time scales, due to computational costs. These Imitations

comparisons with available experimental results.

The present effort builds on recent numerical developments invohing

precIuded direct

second-order ac-

curate stiff operator-split time integration in multiple dimensions [16,17] to allow detailed

resolved computations of stiff 2D Cl C2 flames at laboratory time scales; a hitherto imprac-
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tical undertaking. This removes a barrier to quantitative comparisons with experiments in

earlier work, and brings us a step closer to resolving key differences with experimental data.

We use a flow with vortex-strength similar to that in the experiment so that evolution of

the flame topology in the two sets of data coincides over a time span of 10 ms. Similarly, we

utilize numerical flame stoichiometries and dilution comparable to those in the experiment.

We present superimposed transient time histories of computed and experimental flame rad-

icals, and discuss comparisons between them. Despite the matching of operating conditions

and the extent of detail in chemistry and transport, we iind that the transient flame time

scales in the computations are in fact significantly different from those in the experiment.

These and other comparisons with the experimental data involving numerical and experi-

mental transient OH, CH, and HCO results are presented and discussed. We also investigate

features of the computed transient accumulation of methoxy (CH30) and other species on

the reactants-side of the flame and analyze the role of unsteady strain-rate in these internal

flame dynamics. While no experimental data on the transient response of methoxy in this

flame is available, it is hoped that these observations would motivate future measurements

to examine their validity.
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Model Formulation and Numerical Scheme

The model formulation is presented in detail in [16,17]. The governing equations

oped in 2D using the low Mach number approximation [18] in an open domain.

are devel-

We use a

detailed CICZ chemical mechanism. We neglect body forces, Soret and Dufour effects and

radiant heat transfer. We assume that the mixture has zero bulk viscosity and that it obeys

the equation of state for a perfect gas, with individual species molecular weights, specific

heats, and enthalpies of formation. N2 is assumed dominant such that the diffusion of any

other species in the mixture is approximated by binary diffusion into N2 at the local tem-

perature. For computational efficiency, mixture transport properties are also set to those of

N2 at the local temperature. The chemical production rate for each species is obtained by

summing the contributions of Arrhenius-rate elementary reactions, including forward and

backward rates and third-body efficiencies [19].

The governing equations are solved using an operator-split stiff second-order predictor-

corrector finite difference projection scheme. Construction of the stiff scheme is based

on several refinements of the explicit construction originally introduced in [10]. A semi-

implicit additive (non-split) stiff version is presented in [16]. The present work uses a stiff

symmetrically-split integration of the governing equations. Diffusion and convection terms

are integrated explicitly with multiple fractional steps, over half-time-step intervals, while

the reaction terms are integrated implicitly over a full time-step interval. The explicit half-

steps are arranged symmetrically before and after the implicit step in each global step. Stiff

integration of reaction terms is performed using DVODE [20].
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Experimental Setup and Diagnostics

The experiment has been described in detail in [4,6]. A V-flame is stabilized on a wire in a

vertical channel, with premixed methane-air flowing up through flow straighteners upstream

of the wire. Line-vortex pairs are ejected from an acoustically driven cavity on one side of the

flow enclosure and allowed to impinge on one leg of the V-flame. PLIF imaging of CH, OH

and HCO was performed using a XeCl excimer-pumped dye laser and an intensified CCD

array detector. For CH the laser was run on a BBQ dye and tuned to the Q1(4.5) transition

of the B-X (0,0) system near 389.5 nm, with non-resonant detection using 2 mm of Schott

GG-420 and an l?/1.2 camera lens. For OH the laser was run on a C153 dye, doubled in

BBO and tuned to the Q1(6.5) A-X (1,0) transition near 283 nrn, with non-resonant detection

using 2 mm of Schott WG305 and an F/4.5 UV camera lens. For HCO, the laser was run

on a C500 laser dye, doubled in BBO and tuned to QRo bandhead in the B-X (0,0,0) system

near 254 nm, with non-resonant detection using 2 mm of Schott BG1, a 400 nm reflective

short-pass and an F/2.2 transmissive UV lens system.

PLIF images of CH30 have also been successfully taken in the same burner, using the

same laser/camera system but under steady conditions. The laser was operated as for pump-

ing OH and tuned to excite overlapping transitions in the A-X 38 system near 292.8 nm with

care taken to avoid excitation of adjacent OH and CH20 transitions. Non-resonant detection

was performed using 2 mm of Schott WG320, a 400 nm reflective short-pass filter and an

F/1.4 near-UV camera lens. As found with PLIF of HCO [11], CH30 PLIF signals are quite

weak and frame averaging is required to achieve a useable image (nominally 50-f.rame aver-

ages are required for imaging in a premixed 30?10Nz-diluted stoichiometric CH4-air flame).
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Results

In both the experiments and computations, two CHA-air reactants miAmre conditions are

investigated: one stoichiometric and the other rich, with equivalence ratio @ = 1.2. Both

numerical flames use 32% N2-diluted reactants, thus justifying the above assumed dominance

of Nz in the transport model. The experimental rich flame uses this same dilution, while the

stoichiometric flame dilution is slightly higher, at 36Y0.

Flow-Flame Evolution

An open rectangular domain is considered, with dimensions 0.4x 1.6 cm, and is overlaid

by a 256x1024 uniform mesh. We apply symmetry boundary conditions in the horizontal

z-direction, and outflow boundary conditions in the y-direction. The evolution of the flow

over a 12 ms time span is illustrated in Figure 1 for the stoichiometric flame. The evolution

of the rich flame is similar. The vertical right edge of the domain is the centerline of the

vortex pair under consideration, which is one member of a periodic row of vortex pairs along

the z-direction. The initial condition is a superposition of the velocity (u,v) field induced

by the periodic row of vortex pairs, and the temperature, density and mass fraction (T,p,fi)

distributions corresponding to a horizontal premixed flame, with the initial structure in the y-

direction from a lD flame solution computed with Chemkin [19,21]. We use a C1C2 chemical

mechanism with 40 species and 216 reactions. It is based on a subset of the mechanism used

in [22], and is available upon request.

The flame propagates downward by burning into the reactants, as shown in Figure 1.

Meanwhile, the vortex pair propagates upwards causing transient curvature and strain-rate

disturbances to the flame. A typical experimental CH frame sequence, which exhibits compa-

rable flame topology evolution with time as in Fig. 1, is reported in [4]. The time reference

in the subsequent comparisons between experimental and numerical results is determined

based on matching flame topology in the set of frames in the sequence shown in the Figure.

The initial center-to-center distance (Jm) of the vortex pair is 0.25 cm, and its self-

induced propagation speed ranges from 30 cm/sec at t = O to 110 cm/sec at 10 ms. The

experimental vortex-pair self-induced velocity is also found to increase in time, ranging from

100 to 150 cm/sec during the interaction. The experimental vortex-pair center-to-center
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distance is about 0.4 cm, and the diameter of the flame bubble (e.g. 8 ms frame in Fig. 1) is

about 0.8 cm. Thus, the numerical flame bubble is about 1/2 that of the experimental one.

“ Based on the numerical vortex-pair mean & = 0.21 cm, its mean self-induced velocity

VV=62 cm/s, and the associated experimental vortex-pair&C = 0.4 cm and V. = 125 cm/s,

the convective time scales of the numerical and experimental vortex pairs are roughly the

same, at tV N 3.2 ms. Using time scales based on flame thermal thickness and burning

speed, the two flames considered here (Q = 1.0 and 1.2) have time scales t~ = 13.5 and

49.1 ms respectively. On the other hand, as reported in [12] and fkrther discussed below,

these propagation time scales are very different from those exhibited by the flame response

to the unsteady strain.

OH and CH Response

The evolution of normalized peak rich flame quantities from the numerical and exper-

imental results are shown on the same time axis in Figure 2. The overall numerical flame

response is seen to exhibit slow decay over a time interval of 6-7 ms. A roughly 50’%drop

in heat release rate wT is evident, along with coincident decay profiles of HCO and OH.

CH exhibits similarly slow decay, down to about 30% of its originaI Ievel. The experimental

flame on the other hand exhibits drastically different behavior. There is practically no drop

in either OH or CH signals over the first 5 ms of flame evolution. This is then followed by

simultaneous and opposite fast response of both signals. OH increases by a factor of 3.5 in

1 ms, and then decays over the remaining 4 ms. On the other hand, CH signal drops quickly,

reaching zero in 2 ms, and disappearing thereafter. Given the similar flow and flame time

scales in the numerical and experimental flows, these disagreements in qualitative response

(of OH) and transient time scales (of both OH and CH) are remarkable.

The evolution of the stoichiometric flame peak quantities are shown in Figure 3. In

this case, the experimental and numerical flames exhibit qualitatively similar monotonically

decaying behavior in both OH and CH, yet with significant quantitative disagreement. Let

us first compare this data with that of the rich case in Fig. 2. There is more decay of the

numerical peak quantities in the weaker rich flame. On the other hand, the experimental

CH data shows similar decay to zero in both cases, albeit with faster decay rate in the rich

case as indicated in [12]. Moreover, the burst in OH observed at rich conditions is absent
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from the experimental stoichiometric data, with monotonic decay of OH observed down to

60%ofthe initial undisturbed flame value. Next, compare theexperimental andnuerical

stoichiometric flame results. As inthe rich case, experimental signals ofpeak OH and CH

exhibit faster time scales and higher degrees of change in amplitude than the corresponding

numerical signals. t

At present, an explanation for the burst in experimental OH at rich conditions is lacking.

It is also not clear if the absence of this burst from the computational results is due to missing

reaction pathways or inaccuracies in species transport properties [23] and/or reaction rate

parameters. Note, however, that the accumulation of species during flame transients is not

surprising since different reaction pathways have different characteristic time scales which

generally depend on mixture stoichiometry [12]. Such transient accunmlations are in fact

observed in the computations, as further discussed below.

HCO Response

Figure 3 also shows experimental peak HCO data over a 4 ms time span. The HCO data
..

has low signal to noise ratio, with 10% uncertainty. Still, it is interesting to note that the

relative evolution of this signal does not deviate much from the numerical HCO and heat

release data. No experimental HCO data is available later on in the cycle, which limits the

scope of the comparison. Nevertheless, the agreement up to 6 ms is encouraging (even as

the experimental CH deviates strongly downward) and suggests that the present mechanism

may be reasonably capturing at least some components of transient flame structure.

In earlier work [11,24]we noted the fidelity with which peak numerical HCO mole fraction

correlates with peak flame heat release rate of premixed methane-air flames. This observation

is borne out in the present results as well. Computed peak HCO mole fraction provides a

reasonably good representation of peak heat release rate in both Figs. 2 and 3, better than

computed OH or CH.

Moreover, if we accept the correspondence between HCO and heat release rate, then the

robustness of the experimental HCO signal at 6 ms in,Fig. 3 suggests that the stoichiometric

flame is in fact able to withstand the present rate of strain without extinction. This is despite

the strong drop in CH signal evident in the figure. The drop in CH is of course indicative

of significant disruption of flame chemistry in certain portions of the chemical mechanism.

9



However, since the bulk of thecarbon flmisthrough HCOandnotthrough CH [n], these

disruptions are not necessarily indicative of overaII extinction of the flame.

CH30 Response

In the present mechanism, themethoxy radical (CH30) isproduced primarily by the

reaction CHs+Hoz~CHsO+OH, and consumed by CH30(+~~)~CHzO+H(+l~). The mole

fraction profile of methoxy in the undisturbed rich flame is shown in Fig. 4 (t = O). We

focus on the rich flame data because it exhibits more significant changes in time, though

it is qualitatively similar to that in the stoichiometric flame. The t = O profile in Fig. 4

reveals two distinct peaks of CH30. The one nearer to the zero abscissa is within the fuel

consumption zone. Peak fuel consumption rate occurs at z = 0.014 and drops below 5% of

peak at z = –0.05. The outer peak at x = –0.11 exists in a low temperature region (see

Fig. 6). The methoxy profile in Fig. 4 shows opposite evolution of the two peaks. The high

temperature peak decays in time, in accordance with decaying peak burning and heat release

rates; while the lo-ivtemperature peak exlibits a rising transient, increasing by a factor of 3

in the first 3 ms of the interaction, followed by a gradual decay, viz. the 8 ms profile. Strain-

rate and temperature fields during this process, shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively, suggest

the essential causes of this transient. The strain-rate rises in time in the flame reference

frame, peaking at 3-4 ms, and then decays. Meanwhile, the temperature profile steepens

due to the rising strain-rate, as shown in Fig. 6, leading to lower temperatures in the region

with 7’ < 1000 K. By t M 8 ms this steepening subsides and, despite the reduced burning

rate, the temperature on the reactant side increases due to the inundation of the reaction

zone with hot combustion products [10].

Despite the observed opposite trends in CH30 mole fraction in the two peaks in Fig. 4,

we note that its dominant production and consumption channels both decay during the

process, as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand, the net production rate of methoxy clearly

exhibits a fast rising transient in the low temperature region, as shown in Fig. 8, which

leads to the observed transient accumulation in Fig. 4. In contrast, and consistent with the

behavior of the high temperature peak in Fig. 4, both production and consumption rates in

the high temperature region in Fig. 8 decay in time. Analysis of the results indicates that

the net increase in production rate of CH30 on the cold side of the flame is driven primarily

10
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by the local temperature drop in Fig. 6. Reaction 51 (CHzO+H(+M)=CHsO(+h’1)) has a

high activation barrier in the reverse direction, such that a drop in temperature leads to a

reduction in the reverse (consumption) rate. Despite opposing factors, a large net increase in

the production rate of CH30 occurs, as seen in Fig. 8. Note that the balance of Reactions 51

and 32 (Fig. 7) in the high temperature region would have lead to a similar increase of CH30

production rate there, were it not for the decay of the reaction CHSOH+H=CHSO+HZ, a

production channel, due to reduced H.

We do not have transient measurements of methoxy to validate the above findings. How-

ever, PLIF data on methoxy in the steady V-flame is available; it is compared to the initial

data from the computations. These experimental profiles of CH30 PLIF signal, taken across

the primary flame, show a single well-defined peak co-located with the reactant-side inflec-

tion point in the experimental CHZO profiles [6]. This is in contrast to the computed profiles

in Fig. 4, which show a double-peaked structure. PLIF signal is proportional to the mole

fraction of the target species and to a complex function of temperature and composition of

the collisional bath. For CH, OH and HCO, which exist in a relatively limited range of condi-

tions, transitions can be selected in the experiment to minimize these residual dependencies.

CH30, however, has four strong vibrational modes active under flame conditions [25], lead-

ing to a strong decrease in signal with temperature. Thus the absence of a double-peaked

profile in the experimental data may be the result of the temperature dependence in the

CH30 signal. Alternatively, it is possible that small changes in the temperature dependence

in reactions 51 and 32 could result in a single CH30 peak in the computations.

11
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Conclusions

We have presented time-matched numerical and experimental results describing the detailed

interaction of a premixed methane-air flame with a counter-rotating vortex pair in 2D.

We observe a transient rise in computed methoxy (CH30) on the cold side of the flame

during the interaction. We attribute this to changes& internal flame structure caused

by the transient flow-induced strain-rate. In particular, the flow-induced steepening of the

temperature profile lowers the temperature on the reactants side of the reaction zone, leading

to reduced consumption of CH30. We have also observed this transient behavior of methoxy

using the GRImechl.2 mechanism, and at other degrees of N2-dilution, as well as other

flow time scales. Generally, the extent of the rise in peak CH30 is higher with the less

robust flames and with the faster flows. We also find similar transient accumulation in two

other species on the cold side of the flame, namely CH30Z and CZHZOH, with similar–

although milder–behavior in CH3C0. We discuss experimental measurements of CH3O in a

steady V-flame, which outline potential difficulties with PLIF of CH30 at high temperature.

Measurements of CH30 during the flame interaction with the vortex-pair are necessary to

validate the above observed transients.

We report experimental measurements of peak HCO evolution, that are in reasonable

agreement with numerical results, suggesting continued burning despite the collapse of the

CH signal.

We find significantly faster response of CH and OH in the experiment, versus the com-

puted CH and OH under both stoichiometric and rich conditions. We also observe qualita-

tively different response of OH at rich conditions. These findings suggest that the present

diffusion-reaction model does a poor job at the representation of the dynamical character of

OH and CH in this flame. Assignment of the causes of these disagreements requires analysis

of the coupled reaction-diffusion eigenmodes of the governing equations, which is work in

progress,

The qualitative disagreement in rich-flame OH response was observed earlier [12] using

GRImechl.2 [15]with ten-fold faster flow time scales, and is found here with flow time scales

comparable to the experiment, using an alternate Cl Cz chemical mechanism. These obser-

vations, and the above general disagreement in computed and measured flame time scales

12
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of OH and CH, indicate the extent to which validation of detailed unsteady flame models

is lacking. This is true whether the cause of these disagreements is transport coefficients

or the chemical mechanism. Clearly, validation under steady state conditions is insufficient.

The dynamical response of the model requires experimental and computational studies that

probe the transient structure of flames. Additional work along these lines is necessary to

provide clues as to the causes of these disagreements, and to examine the relative merits of

alternative mechanisms or transport models.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Evolution of CHmolefraction (shading) andvorticity (contours) for the

stoichiometric flame.

Evolution of the computed peak heat release rate (wT) and peak CH, OH,

and HCO mole fractions on the rich flame centerline. Experimental data

for peak CH and OH are superimposed.

Evolution of the computed peak heat release rate (wT) and peak CH, OH,

and HCO mole fractions on the stoichiometric flame centerline. Experi-

mental data for peak CH, OH, and HCO are superimposed.

Instantaneous computed CH30 mole fraction profiles along a normal cut

at the rich flame centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving

with the flame, with z-distance measured from the location of the fuel

mass fraction contour corresponding to 10% of the reactants fuel mass

fraction. Reactants are on the left, and products on the right. Solid lines

are for [0-4] ms as indicated, while the dashed line is at 8 ms.

Instantaneous tangential strain-rate profiles along a normal cut at the rich

flame centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving with the flame

as in Fig. 4. Solid lines are for [0-4] ms as indicated, while the dashed line

is at 8 ms.

Instantaneous temperature profiles along a normal cut at the rich flame

centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving with the flame as in

Fig. 4. Solid lines are for [0-4] ms as indicated, while the dashed line is at

8 ms.

Instantaneous profiles of the two dominant reaction rates involving CH30

along a normal cut at the rich flame centerline. Data is taken in a reference

frame moving with the flame as in Fig. 4.

Instantaneous profiles of the net production rate of CH30 along a normal

cut at the rich flame centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving

with the flame as in Fig. 4. Solid lines are for [0-4] ms as indicated, while

the dashed line is at 8 ms.
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Figure 1. Evolution of CH mole fraction (shading) and vorticity (contours) for the stoicliometric flame.
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Evolution of the computed peak heat release rate (WT) and peak CH, OH, and HCO mole
fractions on the rich flame centerline. Experimental data for peak CH and OH are superimposed.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the computed peak heat release rate (WT) and peak CH, OH, and HCO mole
fractions on the stoichiometric flame centerline. Experimental data for peak CH, OH, and
HCO are superimposed.
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Figure 4. Instantaneous computed CHSO mole fraction profiles along a normal cut at the rich flame
centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving with the flame, with z-dkdxmce measured
from the location of the fiel mass fraction contour corresponding to 10% of the reactants fuel
mass fraction. Reactants are on the left, and products on the right. Solid lines are for [0-4] ms
as indicated, while the dashed line is at 8 ms.
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Figure 5. Instantaneous tangential strain-rate profilesalong a normal cut at the rich flame centerline.
Data is taken in a referenceframe movingwith the flame as in Fig. 4. Solid lines are for
[0-4]ms as indicated, while the dashedline is at 8 ms.
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Figure 6. Instantaneous temperature profiles along a normal cut at the rich flame centerline. Data is
taken in a reference frame moving with the flame as in Fig. 4. Solid lines are for [0-4] ms as
indicated, while the dashed line is at 8 ms.
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Figure 7.
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Instantaneous profiles of the two dominant reaction rates involving CHSO along a normal cut
at the rich flame centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving with the flame as in
Fig. 4.
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Figure 8. Instantaneous profiles of the net production rate of CH30 along a normal cut at the rich flame
centerline. Data is taken in a reference frame moving with the flame as in Fig. 4. Solid lines
are for [0-4] ms as indicated, while the dashed lime is at 8 ms.
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